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Introduction
Learning in higher education involves adjusting to new ways of analyzing information and constructing knowledge (Lea, Street, 1998). The analytical skills needed to study within a higher education environment are in line with the systematic study skills associated with constructive alignment. Constructive alignment is based on the constructivist principle of creating meaning through the engagement of both instructional design literature and learner activities and is a student-centered theory of learning aiming to foster 'deep learning' (Biggs, 2006).

Adopting a 'deep' approach to learning is preferable because it provides significance and relevance to the material being learnt and requires a greater depth of processing by the student (Marton & Saljo, 1976). A 'deep' approach to learning from students is more compatible with higher education aims and objectives due to the emphasis on interpretation, abstraction of meaning and holistic learning (Fowler, 2003). The consequences of not engaging in deep learning causes issues beyond stifled progression and achievement (Wandel, 2010) and can affect student retention rates on courses (Floyd & Orihund, 2006).

A learning environment can be managed to encourage constructive alignment (Biggs 2006) with selected teaching activities being chosen because of their ability to challenge students to investigate, interpret and process information (Biggs, 2006). This management of the learning environment can encourage a deeper approach to the learner in contrast to a surface approach to learning (Entwistle, 2000). This teaching approach however, assumes that a student arrives in Higher Education with both the ability and the will to adopt a deep approach to learning, as opposed to a surface approach to learning and the retention of facts (Entwistle, 2000).

Objectives
Sport students arrive at University with a preference for teaching to be group focused and practically based (Peters, Jones, Peters, 2008). But for methods of teaching and assessment on sport courses in Higher Education acknowledge these preferences alongside the requirement to assess student work that displays the skills associated with deep learning?

The underlying research questions were:
1. Does the content and teaching methodology in semester 1 of first year undergraduate study on a sports course prepare students to acquire facts for subsequent use, to abstract meaning from information and also to interpret information as required by deep learners?
2. What teaching methods would be useful to assist students in semester 1 for first year undergraduate study to acquire facts for subsequent use, to abstract meaning from information and also to interpret information as required by deep learners?
3. Should the teaching content for semester 1 at first year undergraduate study on sports courses include explicit teaching content on how students can acquire facts for subsequent use, abstract meaning from information and also to interpret information in an appropriate manner for summative assessment?

Method
The study was an open and explorative investigation into the confidence students felt about their ability to complete written academic assignments in semester one to the expected academic writing standards, with assignments displaying the skills associated with deep learning.

Focus groups were held with three members of staff from one undergraduate sport course and a second focus group was held with second year undergraduate students, who studied the same sport course as the members of staff taught on.

Current students in their first year of undergraduate study in sport were asked to complete from learning from students is more compatible with higher education aims and objectives due to the emphasis on interpretation, abstraction of meaning and holistic learning (Fowler, 2003). The consequences of not engaging in deep learning causes issues beyond stifled progression and achievement (Wandel, 2010) and can affect student retention rates on courses (Floyd & Orihund, 2006).

The present study provided compelling evidence that whilst students have confidence in their own abilities to complete assessments there is a need for academic writing and research skills to be unambiguously taught. Both staff and students are in agreement that the skills associated with deep learning such as acquiring facts for subsequent use, abstracting meaning from information and interpreting information need to be known by students. The disparity between student and staff opinion lies in where these skills should be taught; in the curriculum or through extra curricular classes and support.

The pressure in the UK from the Consumer Rights Act (2015) and its application to Higher Education appears to show the rate that should be applied is if something is to be assessed it should be taught within the curriculum.

Transition pedagogy could offer the solution to embed the academic and research skills associated with deep learning in to curriculum design at first year undergraduate level. Transition pedagogy allows specific discipline knowledge and generic skills to be intertwined throughout a programme of study (Kift and Nelson, 2005).

The first year of study in a new environment needs to be customized to allow learners to develop to local expectations both inside and outside the classroom and should be done through a rational, progressive and integrated programme (Kift and Nelson, 2005).

Applying the concept of transition pedagogy to the study of sport it is the author of this research’s proposal that discipline specific knowledge, industry related experience and the generic skills of research and academic writing been interwoven through out sport degree curriculum to allow industry ready professional to graduate with rigorous academic skills and high professional standards with two clear objectives for the two semesters of first year undergraduate study.

Conclusions
The disparity between student and staff opinion lies in where these skills should be taught; in the curriculum or through extra curricular classes and support.

Transition pedagogy could offer the solution to embed the academic and research skills associated with deep learning in to curriculum design at first year undergraduate level. Transition pedagogy allows specific discipline knowledge and generic skills to be intertwined throughout a programme of study (Kift and Nelson, 2005).

The first year of study in a new environment needs to be customized to allow learners to develop to local expectations both inside and outside the classroom and should be done through a rational, progressive and integrated programme (Kift and Nelson, 2005).

Applying the concept of transition pedagogy to the study of sport it is the author of this research’s proposal that discipline specific knowledge, industry related experience and the generic skills of research and academic writing been interwoven through out sport degree curriculum to allow industry ready professional to graduate with rigorous academic skills and high professional standards with two clear objectives for the two semesters of first year undergraduate study.
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Results - Graphs
Students can produce coursework at the required standard – Lecturers 66% not confident 34% Not at all confident.

Undergraduate first year should include specific teaching on academic research and writing skills – Previous students – 100% Agree

Lecturer

"They (first year undergraduate students) should arrive with them (the skills to interpret information and abstract meaning)… the modules have so much content that’s industry relevant, there’s no time to spend week in week out on the how, it’s all about the what"

Second year undergraduate

"How can you be marked on something you’re not taught! I mean that just seems harsh to me. At the end of the day we pay a fair bit and to not be taught how to write essays or interpret information like you should for stuff that’s getting marked. I dunno just feels wrong, your being marked on it"

Introduction to academic writing / research – how and where to acquire facts for future use. Where to find appropriate information and how to present this in assignments.

Fist semester first year undergraduate

Introduction to Academic writing / research – how and where to acquire facts for subsequent use. Where to find appropriate information and how to present this in assignments.

Second semester first year undergraduate

Introduction to academic writing / research – how to abstract meaning, interpret information. How to find meaning and explain information that has been found for assignments.

Recommendation’s – Skills for deep learning - Specific taught content

Fist’semester first year undergraduate

Second semester first year undergraduate

Lecturer

"They (first year undergraduate students) should arrive with them (the skills to interpret information and abstract meaning)… the modules have so much content that’s industry relevant, there’s no time to spend week in week out on the how, it’s all about the what"

Second year undergraduate

"How can you be marked on something you’re not taught! I mean that just seems harsh to me. At the end of the day we pay a fair bit and to not be taught how to write essays or interpret information like you should for stuff that’s getting marked. I dunno just feels wrong, your being marked on it"